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GIOTTO PLUS
Inspired by pure and archetypal circular forms, the GIOTTO collection is designed in AISI 316/L
stainless steel, available in satin and polished finish. Created to ensure the maximum freedomof
composition, GIOTTO expresses aesthetic coherence and functionality. The collection includes a
wide range of mixers and accessories repeating circular shapes, which emphasize their
perfection.
Expansion in range of the GIOTTO collection created to give new configurations to taps and their
fittings through the single-lever mixer. GIOTTO PLUS, while maintaining the purist and
contemporary lines of the previous collection, presents itself with a deliberately generous handle,
which houses the mixer cartridge. The recessed body uses the PWF (Plumbing Water Fitting)
principle, a rapid fitting coupling to the hydraulic system, thanks to which it is possible to simplify
the installation and keep the mixing cartridge in the external body.
These taps are completed with the GIOTTO accessory range, in which the shape of the circle is
repeated several times, emphasizing the concept of perfection.A wide choice of remote controls
and shower sets allows an infinite combination with the FREE IDEAS components, such as spouts
for washbasin, tub fillers, showerheads and hand showers that permit a total freedom to configure
and customize the final product selection. All the products of the GIOTTO PLUS collection are
available in the standard satin and polished finish and in all CEA’s special finishes (Black Diamond,
Bronze, Copper and Light Gold) guaranteeing an ecological and biocompatible solution.
The spouts for washbasin and bidet are equipped with water saving aerators of 5 l/min, which can
be replaced by aerators of 3.8 l/min or 1.9 l/min (indicated in the spare parts sheet), should a LEED
certification be required. All water-saving aerators are indicated with the icon showing one single
drop. The spouts for tub filling are equipped with a flow straightener without flow restriction,
indicated below by the icon showing three drops.
Technical Characteristics :
- Built-in part PWF SYSTEM (Pipe Water Fitting): universal fitting with quick connection, fixing
bracket included.
- CEADESIGN industrial innovation patent.
- Double Movement Mixer: it allows regulating water temperature and flowing rate avoiding handle
inclination und keeping unchanged the product aesthetics.
- CEADESIGN industrial innovation patent.

